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Empathy in dogs: With a little help from a friend – a mixed blessing
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Abstract: Kujala (2017) presents an extensive overview of existing research on canine emotions in comparison to those of other non-human animals and humans. This commentary provides some additional research results on the intensively debated field of empathy in dogs. We focus on recent advances in the understanding of a fundamental building block of empathy — emotional contagion — and on dogs’ remarkable sensitivity for human emotions, including the skills of assistance dogs.

1. Empathy in dogs. To study empathy and emotional contagion (Preston & de Waal 2002; Custance & Mayer 2012), Huber and colleagues (2017) tested dogs’ behavioral responses to different recorded sounds. They presented positive (laugh/play bark) and negative (cry/isolation whine) sounds. The sounds came not just from conspecifics, but also from humans, with various non-emotional (abiotic/biotic) sounds as the control. As expected, the dogs had different behavioral reactions to these sounds. With emotional sounds, they were more attentive and showed more behavioral signs of emotional states. Emotional sounds from conspecifics — whether positive or negative — caused more freezing than human emotional sounds. There was arousal after hearing negative emotional sounds; this indicated
emotional contagion for negative sounds as well as the ability to distinguish between different positive and negative emotions. Together with other findings from our lab (Quervel-Chaumette et al. 2016), these results provide further evidence of emotional contagion for negative sounds from humans and conspecifics.

Similar effects of negative emotional stimuli have recently been reported in the visual domain. Dogs performed more mouth-licking behavior when they had viewed pictures of negative emotional facial expressions from humans and conspecifics (Albuquerque et al. 2018). Interestingly, the frequency of mouth-licking behavior was higher for human than conspecific faces. Since mouth-licking behavior is mostly associated with reactions to stress, this might indicate a functional response. However, emotions are difficult to determine and there is no valid measure yet, especially for the observer's affective states. The difficulty is to distinguish between positive and negative states if the expressions are similar or too subtle. Stress-related behaviors are relatively easy to identify, but how can we discern subtle behavioral responses to positive stimuli or emotions? A facial expression ethogram for dogs does not exist, although coding tools like DogFACS (Waller et al. 2013) offer possible solutions for objective, reliable and standardized measurement of facial movements.

2. Interspecific connection. Beyond their sensitivity to intraspecific emotional context, dogs also seem to be sensitive to human emotional states (Müller et al. 2015). Custance & Mayer (2012) found that dogs oriented more often towards human caregivers or strangers when they suddenly pretended to cry compared to when they talked or hummed. When the stranger was pretending to cry, the dogs sniffed, nuzzled and licked her instead of going to their human caregiver who was also present in the room. But why had the dogs approached the crying person more often and even stayed there when being ignored? One reason could simply be curiosity, trying to find out what the person was doing. Perhaps the dogs had never seen a person cry. The authors, however, interpreted their results, with good reason, as evidence for empathic concern towards the crying person. This raises the question of whether pretending to cry is enough to evoke the dog's empathic reaction. Dogs may recognize the difference between real and feigned crying. Macpherson & Roberts (2006) found that when their human caregiver feigned having a heart attack or an immobilizing accident, their dogs did not go to seek help from bystander/s. It is hence quite challenging to create realistic situations to examine whether dogs really understand humans’ emotions or needs.

Di Vito et al. (2010) reported that a pet dog of a patient suffering from refractory epilepsy was able to alert the patient’s parents by running to them and barking at them before running back to the patient when his seizures began. At the age of one year, after having lived with the patient for eight months, he suddenly started to express special behaviors related to the patient’s seizures such as barking by bystanders and later protecting the patient. There are further anecdotal reports suggesting that dogs might be able to detect seizures even before the patients themselves do. Although dogs seem to be to be able to identify real emergencies in some cases, Brown & Strong (2001) recommended specially training dogs to perform certain behaviors in case of seizures, because dogs may also react in an anxious or aggressive way. Dogs may even try to attack the patient while they are having a seizure because they are acting differently from normal. It could also be that dogs do not understand what is happening to their human caregiver. Patients and assistance dog trainers have reported that dogs sometimes behaved as if they were in a state of high of arousal (barking, growling, anxiously running around, etc.). It is hence recommended to reinforce
dogs when they begin to react to upcoming seizures, rewarding them for specific helping actions such as bringing a cordless phone, rolling the companion on the side to avoid aspiration, or turning off the electrical wheelchair to prevent accidents (Kirton et al. 2008). Individually trained “Seizure alert” dogs (SAD) are able to warn patients 30 sec to 45 min before seizure onset (Dalziel et al. 2003). It is still not completely known how dogs detect seizures. Brown & Goldstein (2011) have suggested that they react to subtle changes in human appearance or behavior immediately before the actual seizure starts or that they are sensitive to differences in heart rate, pheromone production or certain olfactory cues. Better experimental designs are needed in the future to clarify open questions concerning seizure dogs.

Another line of research concerns how dogs can smell different human emotional states. Human male sweat samples, taken in different emotional situations (happy, anxious), were presented to the dogs while the human caregiver, a stranger and a sweat dispenser apparatus were in the room (D’Aniolly et al. 2017). When the dogs smelled the “happy odor,” they approached the stranger, but when the human odor was from a fearful situation, the dogs displayed more stressed behaviors, had higher heart rates and sought support from their human caregivers. Hence dogs’ interspecies emotional communication may be based in part on chemosignals.

In conclusion, over thousands of years dogs may have developed a special relationship with humans that enabled them to communicate with us not only cognitively but also emotionally, by responding adaptively to our expressions of emotion.
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